
EXPLORING CREATIVITY 
AS A SOUL PRACTICE

week one



Online weekly for 4 sessions — each week is meant to 
build on the other. We’re going to explore your 
creator being through the lens of the 4 Shamanic 
questions. 

 
Creativity in the material world has been a powerful 
part of my own journey. Reclaiming the physicality of 
my creativity has allowed me to open up to receive in-
formation, inspiration and guidance from my true 
CREATOR self because we are here — humanity is here —  
to embody BEING a CREATOR.

Awake artists around the world are able to use the 
power of art to transform and uplift consciousness — 
art is one way humans express — its simply a tool to use 
in the awakening — IF you are drawn to it — it means it is 
the way you SING YOUR BEAUTIFUL NOTE —  it can be both a 
powerful opening agent that challenges you, and 
opens you to more joy.

EXPLORING CREATIVITY AS A SOUL PRACTICE

WHERE?

WHY?



WHAT?

HOW?

RULES?

I often get asked if this is like art therapy. Mostly no. Art therapy is 
mostly aimed at shifting a particular area and has a specific formula. 
There are certainly studies showing how art can elevate and shift the 
physiology of the brain. If that area is of interest to you, please enjoy 
investigating on your own.

This course is a fusion of; a 6 week program I taught for many years 
called, Being Creatively Fit (based on my training via Whitney Freya), my 
shamanic trainings, and my personal spiritual/creative practice of 
expanding consciousness. 

Learning to tune out distractions — because creativity cannot 
flourish when we are distracted or stressed — Right now many are in a 
state of worry and overwhelm and possibly lots of confusion. TUNING 
back into and expanding our creativity and creator beingness opens up 
the deep knowing of our hearts and calms the head. 

We’ll use creative visualization exercises, physical art exercises and 
weekly follow ups  — because creativity isn’t passive — its an active 
process. You feed it with your intention and attention. Like everything 
— THIS IS YOUR JOURNEY and only you choose and decide what to put into 
it and what you get out of it.

The exercises act like a divining rod for you to connect to the deeper 
river of your creative flow.

There is only one suggested rule—no self trash talk a.k.a. releasing 
judgement and assumptions to embrace the idea of exploring new 
territory within yourself. 



the fIRST OF THE Four 
shamanic questions

OPENING TO THE HUMMM 
OF YOUR CREATION

When did you stop
singing?

Look at when you stopped following your AUTHENTIC voice



scribbling the easiest 
warm up anytime  

warm ups



simple face template technical stuff



creator joy

What colours/shapes/sounds/
movements want to be expressed
in response to this question?
Open and allow your heart to 
answer �rst with images or shapes
before you default to words.

stuff

really tune into the question here
when did you stop singing?



sing your beautiful
note with movement

and colour



For it is said that all of creation is 
present within the vibration of the 

spoken sound. 
Once it is heard — everything changes. 

(Gaia Codex)

the universe doesn’t speak in english-
it speaks in frequencies-matter arises

from sound and light

MUSICA UNIVERSALIS — UNIVERSAL MUSIC 
THE Music of the Spheres or Harmony of the Spheres — 

connecting us to the celestial bodies — SUN AND THE PLANETS

The Music of the Spheres incorporates the metaphysical 
principle that mathematical relationships express qualities

 or "tones" of energy which manifest in numbers, visual 
angles, shapes and sounds – all connected within a pattern

 of proportion.



suggestions for the week ahead

my email for questions: christine@artthatmoves.ca

continue to explore the first shamanic
question -- when did you stop singing?

Daily
Ask your vaster self each morning, an 
opening question such as; 
show me more of my true song - or - 
show me how to express more of my
divine frequency

weekly 
revisit scribbling with colour
notice the sound of colours
to flex your synaesthesia muscles
revisit the face exercise
invent your own exercises
trust your own voice more deeply
sing and listen to music more often 


